
Abstract
Objectives: Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are among the most authoritative reports 
and have a far reaching impact on clinical care. Recent studies have documented the 
underrepresentation of women authors of CPGs. We hypothesized that women, and 
women physicians specifically, would be underrepresented compared to men overall and 
men physicians as authors in CPGs produced by Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA). 
Design: In this observational study of CPGs available on the PVA website as of April 
2020, CPGs authors were categorized by gender, role, leadership position, organizational 
affiliation, and terminal degree. Data was analyzed by X2 analysis. Results: Twelve 
CPGs with 785 total authors were included. Women accounted for 45% of authors with a 
higher proportion of men serving as panel members compared to women (p = 0.051). 
There was also a significantly greater number of men authors that were physicians 
compared to women authors that were physicians (p< 0.001). Women accounted for 25% 
of chairs. The guideline committees chaired by men included significantly fewer women 
authors than those chaired by women (p = 0.029). Conclusions: Women physicians are 
particularly underrepresented as authors of PVA CPGs. CPG committees chaired by men 
included lower proportions of women authors. Further research is needed regarding 
equitable representation of women experts, including physicians, in producing CPGs. 

Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are among the most authoritative reports and have 
a far reaching impact on clinical care. Recent studies have documented the 
underrepresentation of women authors of CPGs.1-3,7,10 This inequity is likely 
multifactorial. Notably, gender was absent from the discussion surrounding CPG task 
force composition in “Clinical Practice Guidelines We Can Trust,” a report published 
by The National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) to aid 
CPG development.6 This report highlighted the importance that “the chair have 
leadership experience,” and given that women are known to have disproportionately 
fewer healthcare leadership positions than their male counterparts, this instruction may 
have furthered the reported inequity.4,5,9

We hypothesized that women, and women physicians specifically, would be 
underrepresented compared to men overall and men physicians as authors in CPGs 
produced by Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA).
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Conclusion

Materials and Methods

Results
Twelve CPGs with 785 total authors (panel members and contributors) were 
included. Overall:

1. Women accounted for 45% of authors and 25% of chairs
2. More men (25%) than women (19%) served as panel members (2-tailed X2 = 3.80, 

p = 0.051)
3. A significantly greater number of men authors were physicians (70%) compared to 

women authors who were physicians (20%; 2-tailed X2 = 200.0, p< 0.001)
4. Guideline committees chaired by men had fewer women authors (43%) than those 

chaired by women (52%; X2 = 4.79, p = 0.029)
5. There was no significant difference in the proportion of women who served as 

panel members (versus contributors) based on the gender of the committee chair 
(2-tailed X2 = 0.15, p = 0.698)

6. More men authors (91%) than women authors (86%) were affiliated with academic 
institutions (X2 = 4.84, p = 0.089)

This was an observational study of CPGs available on the PVA website as of April 2020. 
Gender of authors was determined via online searches (pronouns and/or appearance). 
When online searches were unsuccessful, Gender API (an online gender name tool) was 
utilized. CPGs were reviewed and authors were categorized by role (panel member or 
contributor), leadership position (chair of CPG or not), organizational affiliation, and 
terminal degree. Data was analyzed by X2 analysis.

These findings highlight that women and women physicians, specifically, are 
underrepresented as authors of PVA CPGs. Moreover, CPG committees chaired by 
men included lower proportions of women authors, and women accounted for only 
25% of chairs. Given that diversity or a lack thereof in CPG committees may 
influence the guidelines themselves, this inequity may impact clinical care.8 Further 
research is needed regarding equitable representation of women experts, including 
physicians, in developing CPGs. 
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Relationship between chair gender and CPG author composition.


